When reviewing the following list of approved courses, please note that not all of the classes are still being offered. The classes remain on the list because at the time they were offered, they were approved for the particular level of ICS training they are listed under.

Currently, there are no NIMS compliance requirements mandating the completion of refresher training for any of the ICS levels; therefore, if a first responder has completed a class which is not currently offered, he/she can continue to use the class to demonstrate they have completed that particular level of ICS training.

If a jurisdiction chooses to use any classes that are not listed to document that their first responders have complied with ICS level 100, 200, 300 or 400, the jurisdictions is required to provide documentation that the classes comply with that particular level of ICS, in the event that an audit is conducted of their training records.

**NIMS ICS Level 100**

**FEMA Independent Study Program**
- IS-100 Introduction to ICS IS-100.b Introduction to ICS*
- IS-100.FDA Introduction to ICS for Food and Drug Administration
- IS-100.FW Introduction to ICS for Federal Workers
- IS-100.FWa Introduction to ICS for Federal Workers*
- IS-100.HE Introduction to ICS for Higher Education
- IS-100.LE Introduction to ICS for Law Enforcement
- IS-100.LEb Introduction to ICS for Law Enforcement*
- IS-100.PW Introduction to ICS for Public Works
- IS-100.PWb Introduction to ICS for Public Works Personnel*
- IS-100.HC Introduction to ICS for Healthcare/Hospitals
- IS-100.HCb Introduction to ICS for Healthcare/Hospitals*
- IS-100.SC Introduction to ICS for Schools
- IS-100.SCa Introduction to the ICS for Schools* FEMA Virtual Campus

**FEMA Virtual Campus**
- Q462 Intro to NIMS ICS for Operational First Responders

**Illinois State Police**
- Critical Incident Response

**Center for Domestic Preparedness (Anniston, Alabama)**
- ICS 100 Introduction to Incident Command System
NIMS ICS Level 200

FEMA Independent Study Program
IS-195 Basis Incident Command System—Complied with both NIMS ICS Level 100/200
IS-200 ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents
IS-200.b (ICS 200) ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents*
IS-200.FW Basic Incident Command for Federal Workers
IS-200.HCa Applying ICS to Healthcare Organizations*

FEMA Virtual Campus
Q463 - Basic All-Hazards NIMS ICS for Operational First Responders

Illinois State Police
Command Post Operations

Center for Domestic Preparedness (Anniston, Alabama)**
ICS 200 ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents

Illinois Fire Service Institute
Unified Command—Complies with both NIMS ICS Level 100 and 200

Illinois Emergency Management Agency
ICS with NIMS—Complies with both NIMS ICS Level 100 and 200
ICS for Law Enforcement—Complies with both NIMS ICS Level 100 and 200

NIMS ICS Level 300

Illinois Emergency Management Agency
ICS 300 Intermediate Incident Command System for Expanding Incidents

Center for Domestic Preparedness (Anniston, Alabama) **
ICS 300 Intermediate Incident Command System for Expanding Incidents

Illinois Fire Service Institute
Command/General Staff for the ICS—Complies with both NIMS ICS Level 300 and 400***

National Fire Academy
R308 Command and Control of Fire Department Operations at Natural/Man-Made Disasters
R306 Executive Analysis of Fire Service Operations in Emergency Management –
Complies with both NIMS ICS Level 300 and 400
O305 All Hazards Incident Management Team Class – Complies with both NIMS ICS
Level 300 and 400
NIMS ICS Level 400

Illinois Emergency Management Agency
ICS 400 Advanced ICS, Command & General Staff-Complex Incidents

Center for Domestic Preparedness (Anniston, Alabama)**
ICS 400 Advanced ICS, Command & General Staff-Complex Incidents

NIMS ICS Level 402

Texas A&M Engineering Extension Service (TEEX)
MGT- 312, Senior Officials Workshop for All-Hazards Preparedness

FEMA’s Independent Study courses and FEMA’s Virtual Campus courses are available online at http://training.fema.gov/emiweb/is/crslist.asp.

* If an earlier version of this class has been completed, there is currently no NIMS-compliant requirement to complete the updated version to remain compliant at that ICS level.

** CDP is currently scheduling ICS 300/400 courses thru the Northern Illinois Pubic Safety Academy (NIPSTA) in Cook County. The NIPSTA website is www.NIPSTA.org.

*** Courses are currently available thru the Illinois Fire Service Institute. Access the IFSI website at www.fsi.uiuc.edu.